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Tang et al. (2008) probe the virion structure of bacteriophage f29 by asymmetric reconstructions of cryo-
electron microscopy images, visualizing subunit conformations, protein-DNA interactions, and a novel twist
of dsDNA that may aid in retention of the genome prior to ejection.Bacteriophages were intimately involved
in the birth of molecular biology and still
remain ideal systems for studying virus
structure and function. Structural methods,
particularly cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM), have revealed many capsid
structures and the structures of capsid as-
sembly intermediates, but cryo-EM has
been most successful with highly sym-
metrical particles including the icosahe-
dral capsids of double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) phages where resolutions now
approach atomic. However, key aspects
of virus function involve nonicosahedral
components, including the five-fold vertex
containing the 12-subunit head-tail con-
nector or portal, the tail, and the packaged
DNA itself. Structural studyof complete vi-
rus particles is made difficult by the re-
quirements for precise alignment of these
components and for an imagedataset that
is 60 times larger thanneeded for symmet-
ric particles. With recent advances in
instrumentation and methodology, cryo-
EM ismeeting these challenges andopen-
ing up detailed views of large and complex
assemblies that are in important functional
states.
Tang et al. report such an advance in
this issue—the entire f29 phage particle
solved to 7.8 A˚ resolution without the
imposition of symmetry (Figure 1; Tang
et al., 2008). The resolution is high enough
to visualize a helices as tubes and allows
for unequivocal ‘‘docking’’ of crystallo-
graphically determined subunit atomic
models into the cryo-EM structure. The
resulting quasiatomic rendition, although
incomplete at this stage, is nonetheless
valuable for exploring the properties of
the fully assembled virion, in particular
the subunit conformations and interfaces.One of the findings of Tang et al. is that the
connector, a dodecamer embedded in an
icosahedral vertex, is not well fit in situ by
the crystal structure derived from purified
connectors, indicating that the conforma-
tion is assembly-dependent. The bulk of
the connector subunit must be tilted 10
toward the axis, and the lowest domain
must be refolded, although its precise
conformation cannot be established
from the cryo-EM structure. This kind of
observation shows an important limitation
of studying components isolated from
their structural context, and the value of
cryo-EM structures of functional com-
plexes even at resolutions that are less
than atomic.
Direct pay-offs from not imposing sym-
metry include visualization of the append-
ages that are attached to the connector
subunits and the lower collar/tail tube.
The appendages do not adopt a common
conformation but instead are in ‘‘up’’ or
‘‘down’’ positions according to their loca-
tion relative to the five-fold axis of the
connector vertex. The ‘‘up’’ appendages
Figure 1. Rendition of the f29 phage particle (left) reconstructed to 7.8 A˚ resolution from
cryo-electron micrographs such as that shown in the background, and a schematic view
(right) identifying the components. (Micrographs and reconstruction kindly provided by
Drs. T.S. Baker and J. Tang.)Structure 16, June 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 831
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just the head fibers (missing from the
particles studied here) as previously sup-
posed. Successful visualization of the
appendages also indicates that their
individual positions are uniform between
more than 12,000 particles combined in
the reconstruction. Together these obser-
vations give a tantalizing glimpse at the
interactions that occur near the site of
the 5-fold-12-fold symmetry mismatch
that is a common feature of tailed bacte-
riophages and herpesviruses. However,
we must await the results of ongoing
analyses to learn more of its biological
significance.
Further results include visualization of
the tightly packed dsDNA stabilized by
proteins of the capsid and tail. In addition
to contact with a particular region of the
gp8 capsid protein, the dsDNA is also
seen as a ring of density encircling the
top of the connector, and traversing the
connector-tail tube as a column of density
with the morphology expected of dsDNA
rendered at this resolution—never before
seen for structure determination of an in-
fectious virus. However, most striking is
the interruption of this columnby a toroidal
feature observed in a cavity at the junction
between the connector and lower collar.
A companion reconstruction of particles
that do not contain DNA is empty in the
connector-tail tube, supporting the au-
thors’ attribution of this density to dsDNA.
The authors ascribe this toroidal deforma-
tion to the high pressure of the packaged832 Structure 16, June 2008 ª2008 Elseviergenome and speculate that it may help to
retain the DNA inside the capsid before it
is released into a host bacterium.
The new f29 phage structure builds on
previous efforts (Morais et al., 2005; Xiang
et al., 2006) and joins those of phages P22
(Lander et al., 2006) and the structurally
related 315 (Jiang et al., 2006) for which
subnanometer asymmetric structures
have been determined by cryo-EM. Hav-
ing a prolate capsid, f29 has never been
advantageous for exploitation of icosahe-
dral symmetry, but in the new asymmetric
analyses it is at least on the same footing
as its icosahedral brethren if not more apt
due to the aid in determining orientations
conferred by the prolate capsid itself
and the relatively large tail and protruding
appendages. Although all three phages,
and likely all tailed dsDNA bacterio-
phages, share the canonical HK97 capsid
protein fold, several important features of
the f29 structure differ from those of P22
and 315, including the capsid geometry
and the connector-tail apparatus. How-
ever, the layering of dsDNA in shells of
23 A˚ spacing and the well-visualized
ring of DNA around the connector are
common features that presumably arise
from common functional requirements.
These similarities appear to be significant
in light of recently discovered relation-
ships between certain tailed phages and
some animal viruses, relationships that in-
dicate that they have a common ancestry
(Duda et al., 2006; Hendrix, 1999; Steven
et al., 2005).Ltd All rights reservedFinally, the increased effort to deter-
mine structures of large functional com-
plexes, such as whole virions, without
focusing solely on the highly symmetric
components is paying off as evidenced
by the f29 structure and others. In this
study, over 12,000 images of individual
particles gathered from 100 micro-
graphs were combined to generate one
density map, highlighting the effort re-
quired to pursue this kind of study and
the potential to benefit from automation
of data collection in addition to that
already applied to the analysis.
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